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ABSTRACT

The organizations of various fields such as industry and education looking for manage their knowledge resources in order to provide efficient products performance. The knowledge measurement is one from the most important success factors of knowledge management implementations. The dynamic changes of businesses environments and knowledge levels maximize the difficulty of measure the efficiency levels of tacit and explicit knowledge. The academic staff in universities face challenges in retrieve the efficient explicit knowledge i.e. articles that compatible with their tacit levels in order to develop their tacit value to support their teaching and researching activities. The main aim of this research is to develop practical methods to match between the explicit and tacit knowledge levels inside universities environments in order to retrieve the suitable explicit knowledge that satisfy the employees needs of knowledge based on their tacit levels. This research data collected supporting qualitative data collecting method using interview with four experts of knowledge management. The knowledge measurement practical specifications and mathematic equations developed based on the collected data to provide the matching between the tacit levels of academic staff and retrieved explicit knowledge levels inside universities environments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The knowledge defined as the information insight as working activities within organizations environments [1]. Thus, the knowledge deeper layer than the information and data. [2] mentioned that, There are two main types of knowledge; (1) tacit knowledge which represent the stored knowledge in employees minds and applied as a skills in working environments, and (2) explicit knowledge which documented as may physical forms such as books and online articles. The organizations focus on develop tacit knowledge using various efficient sources to ensure accurate working activities in order to maximize the businesses profits and reduce the expenses of working mistakes [3]. The explicit knowledge considered as main source of tacit knowledge development [4]. Therefore, the employees could be retrieved useful explicit knowledge to develop their tacit skills efficiently. The rapid increasing of explicit knowledge sources and contents and the dynamic changes of working environments maximize the difficulty of retrieve efficient explicit knowledge to satisfy the employees’ need of knowledge based on their tacit levels [5]. The employees expense efforts and time to find the suitable explicit knowledge that matched with their levels and support their working activities [6]. The academic staff in university develops their tacit knowledge through the explicit knowledge such as online articles to support their teaching and researching activities [7]. The main aim of this research is to retrieve useful contents of explicit knowledge that compatible with academic staff tacit level and universities strategies of teaching and researching activities in order to develop the tacit knowledge of academic staff efficiently based on the working environments of universities.
2. RELATED WORKS

This section will reviewed many related works of knowledge measurement to support the development vision of this research.

2.1 Knowledge Management Success Factors

[8, 9] argued that, the knowledge evaluation is the process of ensure the efficiency of explicit and tacit knowledge updating to support the dynamic changes of working environments and businesses strategies. The businesses strategies are changes frequently to provide the competitive advantages of organization services and products over other organizations in same field. Thus, both tacit and explicit knowledge could be developed usefully based on the organization strategies. However, the explicit knowledge is the main source of tacit knowledge developed development. The retrieved knowledge need to be evaluated to satisfy the employees’ tacit levels and the tacit need to be evaluated to retrieve efficient explicit knowledge.

[8, 10] found that the organization strategies and knowledge evaluation are main success factors of knowledge management implantations in financial companies. On the other hand, the significance result of [11] shows that one from the most success factors of knowledge management in Agriculture domain is the knowledge measurement. Moreover, [12, 13] surveyed the success factors of knowledge management in businesses organizations; the knowledge evaluation considered as main factors to ensure the success implementations of knowledge management.

According to [9, 14, 15] results the organization strategies and knowledge measurement are the most important success basements of knowledge implementations in universities. Also, [16, 17] found that the universities strategies could be ensured in knowledge management activities. Additionally, [18] results shows that continues improvement of knowledge through evaluation processes is important factor in knowledge management systems in universities.

2.2 Knowledge Evaluation

According to [19, 20], the explicit knowledge could be evaluated using three main approach; (1) the self method which allow the employees to evaluate the gained value of the retrieved knowledge, (2) systematical processes such as measure the most accessed explicit knowledge by employees, and (3) empirical method through observe the employees working performance after retrieve the explicit knowledge. On the other hand, [21, 22] explained that the explicit knowledge efficiency could be evaluated through the compatibility between the explicit contents and organizations strategies of working.

On the other side, there are three variables are effective to evaluate the tacit knowledge; (1) formal methods such as tests, (2) informal methods such as supervisors observing of employees performance, (3) general characteristics of employees such as qualification levels and experience years [23, 24, 25].

3. RESEARCH METHOD

The construction of the proposed methods is based on the feedback from the experts in Jordanian universities. The experts were chosen based on their working experiences and the position held in Jordanian universities and who frequently access knowledge resources. The interview was conducted to identify the specifications of tacit and explicit measurement equations. Table 1 illustrates the panel profiles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Experience Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Saleh Irshed</td>
<td>Vice president of Alblqaa university</td>
<td>30 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Hyam Nesor</td>
<td>IT college member in applied science technology</td>
<td>8 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate prof. Farid Alqwasmeh</td>
<td>Chairperson of business department in Jadara University</td>
<td>7 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Mohammad Hijazi</td>
<td>Aljouf University</td>
<td>4 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. MEASUREMENT VARIABLES

Based on the gathering data of expert panel the tacit knowledge of employees could be measured using four responsible variables; qualification levels, years of experience, supervisor assessment, and assessment based quiz. On the other hand the explicit knowledge levels (articles) could be measured using two effective variables; manger ranking and employees ranking.

4.1 Tacit Measurement Variables

- **Qualification Levels**: the qualification level of employees such as PhD and master reflect the variance of tacit knowledge levels.

- **Years of working experience**: the employees could be developed their tacit levels based on the gained value of their working experience. Thus, the experience years are effective indicator of tacit measurement.

- **Supervisors Assessment**: The working supervisor basement of employees working performance is efficient variable to evaluate the tacit knowledge levels.

- **Quick Assessment**: The tacit knowledge of employees can be evaluated through assessment approach such as quiz.

4.2 Explicit Measurement Variables

- **Managers’ Ranking**: the explicit knowledge (articles) levels could be evaluated by knowledge managers based on the matching between articles contents and businesses strategies.

- **Employees’ Ranking**: the employees’ evaluation of the gained value from explicit knowledge could be useful to measure the usefulness of explicit content.

5. MEASUREMENT METHODS

In this section the measurement specifications of tacit and explicit knowledge will explained based on the research collected data. The specification will support the measurement formulas development.

5.1 Tacit Measurement Method

There are four variables of tacit knowledge measurement which are as the following:

1- **Experience years**: The experience years classified as many classes, and each class assigned to scaled value. The importance coefficient is the importance of experience year’s variable to measure the tacit knowledge comparing with other variables such as qualification levels and assessment. This variable represents the main classification of tacit measurement levels. Thus, the PhD, Master, Bachelors, and diploma employees will measure separately. Table 2 presents the findings of experience year specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience years</th>
<th>Scaled value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;2 years</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4 years</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-7 years</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;7 years</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Importance coefficient = 0.2

2- **Qualification Level**: The qualification level classified as many classes, and each class assigned to value. The importance coefficient is the importance of qualification level variable to measure the tacit knowledge comparing with other variables such as experience year and assessment. This variable represents the main classification of tacit measurement levels. Thus, the PhD, Master, Bachelors, and diploma employees will measure separately. Table 3 presents the findings of qualification level specifications.
Table 3: Qualification level specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualification level</th>
<th>Scaled Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prof</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assoc Prof</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assist Prof</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master (instructor)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master (Assist teacher)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor level A</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor level B</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma level A</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma level B</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Importance coefficient = 0.2

Table 4: Assessment Level specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment level</th>
<th>Scaled Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-2 points</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 points</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-8 points</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-10 points</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Importance coefficient = 0.4

3- **Assessment Level**: The assessment level classified as many classes, and each class assigned to value. The importance coefficient is the importance of assessment level variable to measure the tacit knowledge comparing with other variables such as experience year. Table 4 shows the assessment level specifications.

The tacit levels classified based on qualification levels. Thus, the PhD, Master, Bachelors, and diploma employees will be measured separately. The Overall variables of tacit level can be measured using equation 1.

\[
\text{Tacit level} = 0.2*\text{EY} + 0.2*\text{QL} + 0.2*\text{OL} + 0.4*\text{AL}
\]

(1)

Where EY: Experience year, QL: Qualification Level, OL: observing level, AL: Assessment level.

5.2 Explicit Measurement Method

There are two variables of explicit knowledge measurement which are as the following:

1- **Employees’ Ranking**: The employees could be ranked the retrieved explicit knowledge based on scale values from 2-10 (2 is the minimum value) based on the gained benefits of the explicit knowledge. The employees’ evaluation will be categorized based on their qualification levels. Thus each PhD, master, bachelor, and diploma employees have their own ranking of explicit knowledge to ensure the efficiency of knowledge levels matching.

Table 5 shows the specifications of observing level.

Table 5: Observing Level specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observing level</th>
<th>Scaled Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2 points</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 points</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 points</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 points</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 points</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 points</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 points</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 points</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 points</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Importance coefficient = 0.2

**Observing Level**: The observing level classified as many classes, and each class assigned to value. The importance coefficient is the importance of observing level variable to measure the tacit knowledge comparing with other variables such as experience year.

4- **Observing Level**: The observing level classified as many classes, and each class assigned to value. The importance coefficient is the importance of observing level variable to measure the tacit knowledge comparing with other variables such as experience year.
For example, the same article may be ranked as 10 from PhD employees and 5 from diploma employees. There is importance coefficient of employees’ ranking comparing with the importance of managers’ ranking.

2- Managers Ranking: The managers could be ranked the explicit knowledge based on scale values from 2-10 (2 is the minimum value) based on the compatibility between their working and explicit knowledge contents. The managers’ evaluation will be categorized based on the compatibility between explicit contents and employees qualification levels. Thus, each category of PhD, master, bachelor, and diploma employees have their own ranking of explicit knowledge to ensure the efficiency of knowledge levels matching. For example, the same article may be ranked as 8 for master employees and 5 for bachelor employees. There is importance coefficient of managers’ ranking comparing with the importance of employees’ ranking.

The ranking of each employees of same qualification level will be separated from other employees of other qualification levels. Equation 2 represents the overall measurement variables of explicit knowledge level:

\[
\text{Explicit level} = 0.4 \times \text{ER} + 0.6 \times \text{MR} \quad (2)
\]


5.3 Knowledge Levels Matching

The articles will retrieved based on the matching level between the explicit and tacit evaluation levels if |TKs – EKs| = 0.1, where TKs is the tacit evaluation level, EKs is the explicit evaluation level, and X is difference value between explicit and tacit evaluation levels.

6. CONCLUSION

The organizations are care of manage their knowledge resources efficiently to address the dynamic changes of working environment and business strategies. The tacit and explicit measurement is one from the most important success factors of knowledge management implementation. The employees in various organizations develop their tacit knowledge using explicit knowledge resources. The retrieved explicit knowledge could be match with tacit knowledge levels of employees and the organizations strategies of working. This research focuses on knowledge matching inside universities environment to support the academic staff teaching and researching activities.
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